Frogs’ Chorus
Way down south where the air is clear, we decided to spread some cheer
So came together without much fuss and formed a choir, the frogs’ chorus.
At first we struggled to hit the notes, but worked together to open our throats;
Now our voices they hold no fear, it’s fun and laughter that we share
Chorus:
We sing with heart, we sing with joy, we sing together both girls and boys
Ribbit, ribbit, we’re a happy team, ribbit, ribbit we share a dream
Like frogs in the garden croaking strong, happy little reptiles united in song
We live in the neauty of the countryside, here it;s easy to be inspired
With birds, bees, roos and frogs, dotted in the swamps, the fields and logs
We sing together to understand, expressing our feelings with voice and sound
We sing together so we feel calm, lhappy little reptiles relaxed on the farm
Chorus:
We sing with heart, we sing with joy, we sing together both girls and boys
Ribbit, ribbit, we’re a happy team, ribbit, ribbit we share a dream
Like frogs in the garden croaking strong, happy little reptiles united in song
When we get together we feel part of a community with people at its heart
Everyone is valued as they are, even if we seem a bit bizarre
We sing together so we feel free, when you listen we hope you will see
Joy in our hearts brought about by song, happy little reptiles, safe and strong
Chorus:
We sing with heart, we sing with joy, we sing together both girls and boys
Ribbit, ribbit, we’re a happy team, ribbit, ribbit we share a dream
Like frogs in the garden croaking strong, happy little reptiles united in song
Like frogs in the garden croaking strong,
Happy little reptiles
Happy little reptiles
Happy little reptiles united in song
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